Patterns of exploration in rats distinguish lisuride from lysergic acid diethylamide.
In order to further validate a previously proposed animal model of the effects of LSD in humans, doses of 5, 15, 30 and 60 micrograms/kg lisuride (a non-hallucinogenic congener of LSD) were studied using a behavioral pattern monitor (BPM). The BPM provided both quantitative measures of crossovers, rearings, and holepokes and qualitative measures of spatial patterns of locomotion. A holeboard chamber connected to a homecage provided two test situations. Rats were tested either with (free exploration) or without access to the homecage (forced exploration). In both situations, lisuride exhibited a biphasic dose-response curve for horizontal locomotion (low dose suppression and high dose enhancement), while rearing was significantly reduced at all doses. Lisuride also produced a dose-dependent increase in the perseverative quality of locomotor patterns. A comparison of these results with our previous studies with lysergic acid diethalmide (LSD) indicate that, with the exception of rearings, lisuride fails to mimic LSD's characteristic effects on exploratory activity. Rather, lisuride exhibited many similarities to the dopamine angonist apomorphine.